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1. VISION AND MISSION
The Health Policy and Management and Centre for Global Health Research Ethics
Committee (HPM-CGH REC) seeks to promote high ethical standards to ensure that the
rights, health and welfare of potential research participants are protected and that
researchers are guided in conducting ethical research.
To this end, the HPM-CGH REC has been established to ensure that the ethical
dimension of research conducted by members across the two academic units in the
health and social care sector is independently reviewed in a fair and consistent manner.
The task of the Research Ethics Committee will be to review applications to ensure the
ethical conduct of research; develop guidelines for human research subject protection;
identify ethical principles to guide the conduct of research; issue proposal forms to
guide researchers in preparing their applications, and build capacity for researchers in
research ethics and methodologies (for example, through the organisation of workshops
and seminars).
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2. TERMS OF REFERENCE
2.1 Objective
The Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) has been developed to provide a consistent
framework for the operation of the Committee. It sets out the ethical principles that
should be considered when reviewing proposals and establishes administrative
procedures.

2.2 Role of the Research Ethics Committee
This Committee is mandated to function as the Research Ethics Committee (REC) of
Health Policy and Management (HPM) and the Centre for Global Health (CGH).


The REC will review all proposals for research projects involving human
participants planned to be undertaken by students on our taught and research
programmes, and members of staff from the two Centres, in order to safeguard
the rights, safety and well-being of the research participants.



The REC will determine that all the proposed research and interventions are
acceptably safe to be undertaken in humans or to verify that another competent
expert body has done so.



The REC will determine that the proposed research is scientifically sound or
verify that another competent body has done so.



The REC will ensure that all other ethical concerns arising from an application are
satisfactorily resolved both in principle and in practice.



The REC will keep records of decisions and take measures to follow up on the
conduct of ongoing research projects.



The REC will take care that all the cardinal principles of research ethics, viz.
autonomy, beneficence and justice, are taken care of in the planning, conducting
and reporting of the proposed research. For this purpose, the REC will require
the submission of the following documents: completed Ethics Approval
Application Form; participant information leaflet and consent forms that
researchers propose to use for the research; procedures for participant
recruitment; information about payments and compensations; and any other
document the committee deems necessary to fulfil its responsibilities.
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The REC will examine in detail the proposed informed consent process, risk/
benefit ratio and distribution of burden and benefits, in arriving at a considered
decision in respect of any proposed study.



The REC must be fully informed on the expected risks/discomforts for potential
participants and must satisfy itself that there is an acceptable balance between
the risk/discomfort and the benefit that is expected to result from the research.



The REC will satisfy itself about the process the researchers have adopted in
giving out study information and the strategy they will adopt to make sure
potential participants understand and give a free consent. All potential
participants will be given all the necessary information needed in making an
informed decision regarding to participation in the research.



The REC will endeavour that, particularly in regard to research involving
vulnerable communities, representatives from those communities are invited to
engage in the ethics approval process where possible; their traditions, and
norms and values respected; and useful procedural ways of obtaining firstperson informed consent adopted.



The REC will review applications before a study commences and will do so within
a reasonable timeframe.



The REC will record in writing its view on the proposed research, clearly
identifying the documents reviewed, and dates of approval, rejection,
modifications and sanctions.



The REC will follow up the research throughout the study until completion
through appropriate well-documented procedures.



The REC will examine compliance with all regulatory requirements and
appropriate guidelines.



The REC will perform its function according to this written SOP, will maintain
written records of its activities and minutes of its meetings and will comply with
best practice and applicable regulatory requirements.
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3. COMPOSITION OF THE REC
3.1 Principles of REC Membership






The REC is composed of at least five members. There is no specific
recommendation for a maximum number of members.
Membership must include a legal representative and a research expert
external to the two academic units. It is also desirable for the REC to have
among its members a professional representative and a lay representative.
To enable complete and adequate review of the wide range of research
conducted by students and staff of the two academic units, and to enshrine
the principle of patient and public involvement in our operations, the
membership of the Committee should be composed of people from a variety
of backgrounds, and where possible, representatives from vulnerable
communities should be invited to engage in the ethics approval process.
The REC membership will always include at least two women and two men.

3.2 Membership Requirements











The heads of HPM and CGH are responsible for making the appointment of
Committee members.
Members are selected in their personal capacities, based on their interest,
ethical and/or scientific knowledge and expertise, as well as on their
commitment and willingness to volunteer the necessary time and effort for
the REC’s work.
Members must disclose in writing any interest or involvement – financial,
professional or otherwise – in a project or proposal under consideration.
The REC will decide the extent to which members who might have a conflict of
interest may participate in arriving at an advice/decision.
Members will be required to sign a confidentiality agreement at the start of
their term. The confidentiality agreement protects the privacy and
confidentiality of all parties whose information may be disclosed to the REC in
the course of its work.
Members are appointed for a period of three years.
Membership of the Committee may be renewed by the heads of HPM and CGH
for up to two additional consecutive terms.
The REC will include rotation for some members after a period of three-years,
but it will also strive to ensure continuity within the REC.

3.3 Resignation, Disqualification, Replacement of Members
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Members may resign their positions by submitting a letter of resignation to
the Chairperson.
Members may be disqualified from continuance should the Chairperson
provide written arguments to the (other) members and there is unanimous
agreement.
Members who have resigned or have been disqualified may be replaced by the
appointing authorities.

3.4 Independent Consultants




The REC may be further supported in its reflections on specific applications, or
requests for advice on specific ethical issues, by independent consultants.
Independent consultants are appointed by the Chairperson of the REC for a
specified period and for the purpose of providing information and expertise
additional to that available within the Committee.
The professional qualifications of independent consultants may be in the areas
of community and/or patient representation, medicine, statistics, social science,
law, ethics, religion.

3.5 Conditions of Appointment


Members and independent consultants are appointed to the REC under the
following conditions:
 Willingness to publicise his/her full name, profession, and affiliation;
 Willingness to sign the REC’s confidentiality agreement regarding meeting
deliberations, applications, information on research participants, and
related matters;
 Willingness to declare conflicts of interest when being invited to review
specific applications.

3.6 Officers


The following officers, through their respective responsibilities, contribute to
the good functioning of the REC:
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Chairperson

Co-Chairperson

Secretary


Responsible for chairing the meetings, inviting
independent consultants to provide special expertise to
the REC on proposed research applications, and making
application decisions under Chair’s actions.
Responsible for chairing the meetings and making
application decisions under Chair’s actions as necessary
in the Chairperson’s absence.
Responsible for the administrative aspect of the REC.

The officers of REC are appointed for a three-year term. They may be reappointed but not for more than two additional consecutive terms. Should
they resign or be disqualified, the REC members select a replacement, who
would then be formally appointed by the heads of the academic units.

3.7 Secretariat



The Secretariat is composed of the REC secretary and the administrative
supporting staff.
The Secretariat shall have the following functions:
 Organisation of an effective and efficient tracking procedure for each
proposal received.
 Preparation, maintenance and distribution of study files.
 Organisation of REC meetings.
 Preparation and maintenance of meeting agenda and minutes.
 Maintainance of the REC’s documentation and archive.
 Communication with the REC members and applicants.
 Arrangement of training for personnel and REC members.
 Provision of the administrative support to the Chairperson of the
Committee in the application review process (e.g. communicating a
decision to the applicant).
 Provision of the administrative support to the REC members for the
preparation, review, revision and distribution of Standard Operating
Procedures and guidelines.
 Provision of the administrative support to the REC members in sharing
updates on relevant and contemporary issues related to ethics in
health research, as well as relevant literature to the Committee.

3.8 Quorum Requirements


A minimum of 50% of the members must be present at a meeting in order to
issue a valid advice and/or decision.
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The achievement of a quorum also requires that the following be in
attendance: at least one member whose primary area of expertise is in a nonscientific area, one research expert and at least one member who is
independent of the two academic units.

3.9 Current REC Members
The listing of members below will be updated on a periodic basis as existing members
leave and/or new members join the REC.
Prof. Charles Normand (Professor Emeritus, HPM, Committee Chair)
Dr. David Smith (Ethics Expert, RCSI)
Dr. Ogenna Manafa (Ethics Expert, CGH)
Dr. Anne Cody (External Research Expert, Health Research Board)
Ms. Margaret Burns (Layperson Representative)
Ms. Úna Fitzgerald (Legal Representative)
Ms. Sharon Slattery (Professional Representative, St. James's Hospital)
[Currently vacant, to be appointed] (Mental Health Specialist)
Ms. Mandy Lee (Assistant Professor, HPM)
Prof. Ann Nolan (Course Director, CGH)
Ms. Sheena Cleary (Senior Executive Officer, HPM, Committee Secretary)

3.10 Updating REC Members
All relevant new guidelines will be brought to the attention of the REC members.
Members will be provided with any training deemed necessary in order to help them carry
out their duties appropriately.

4. APPLICATION PROCEDURES
4.1 Review Pathways
In order to fulfil the obligations for research ethics committees as set out in the Health
Research Regulations 2018 in an appropriate and efficient manner, two separate review
pathways for evaluating proposed studies have been established by our Committee that
conform to the two types of review stipulated by College – Level 1 and Level 2.
College has identified different categories of research that fall under Level 1 or Level 2
review. As the work of our Committee encompasses both types of review, it is important
that we have distinguished processes for each.
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These review pathways are based on the risk profiles of planned studies, as determined
by the vulnerability of the proposed target populations, and whether sensitive personal
data are to be collected in any form as part of the proposed research.
In general, any research that involves the collection of sensitive personal data and/or
the recruitment of vulnerable individuals would require a Level 2 review.
Sensitive personal data, according to the GDPR, concerns the following:
 personal data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or
philosophical beliefs;
 trade-union membership;
 genetic data, biometric data processed solely to identify a human being;
 health-related data;
 data concerning a person’s sex life or sexual orientation.
Individuals may be considered vulnerable for all types of research (such as those unable
to consent) or in the context of a specific study (such as those with an experience of
sexual violence).
The College approved tick list of research categories falling under different review levels
are presented below, which also specify the types of research that do not require ethics
approval, as well as research requiring ethics approval that fall outside our Committee’s
remit.
It should be noted that a study may involve multiple types of data collection that fall
under different risk profiles. All data collection types associated with a study must be
clearly identified in the application using the College approved tick list. An application
will be reviewed in the pathway appropriate to the highest risk level identified for the
study.
It should also be noted, that whilst the College tick list below provides general guidance
on the risk profiles of broad categories of research, it should always be borne in mind
that vulnerability may be context-specific and that the Committee reserves the full
rights to adjudicate on the appropriate review pathway for specific applications. The
broad research categories below are part of an indicative rather than exhaustive list,
and should not be taken as implying that people can be excluded from research on the
basis of their vulnerability status:
The following categories of research do NOT require ethics approval (a note of exemption
from the HPM-CGH REC can be provided on request)
1. Quality assurance study (e.g. assessment of teaching practice)*
2. Audits of standard practice (not involving identifiable records)*
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3. Research on publicly available information, documents or data, both within and outside
Ireland
* Please note that 1 & 2 only apply for internal publications, i.e. do not apply to theses at
Masters and above and theses at undergraduate level if published in any way. In these cases
ethical permission has to be sought.
* It should be noted that 3 encompasses systematic and other reviews of literature and other
purely desk-based research that involve only reports of aggregated, non-personal information.
Research requiring approval by HPM-CGH REC for Level 1 review
(no risk to relatively low risk research – i.e. research carrying little or no risks or discomfort
greater than usually encountered during normal daily life, involving non vulnerable persons
or their data)
1. Anonymous and other surveys aimed at non-vulnerable adults of a non-intrusive personal
nature, including surveys where respondents can be identified and where respondents
have given appropriate informed/explicit consent.
2. Unrecorded and anonymous observation of individuals in public areas.
3. Interviews, focus groups, or other face-to-face methods of data collection (consensual)
with non-vulnerable adults of a non-intrusive personal nature.
4. Action research (Research initiated to solve an immediate problem or a reflective process
of progressive problem solving conducted either by individuals on their own practice or by
individuals working with others in teams or as part of a "community of practice" to
improve the way they address issues and solve problems, including participatory action
research).
5. Analysis of irrevocably anonymised and appropriately collected data, that the researcher
has permission from the owner to access.
Research requiring approval by HPM-CGH REC for Level 2 review
(Moderate to high risk research – i.e. risk or discomfort is greater than that usually
encountered during normal daily life and/or the participants are considered vulnerable)
1. All study types where the participants are considered vulnerable:
- minors
- adult participants who are purposively recruited from the following groups: those
who cannot give consent, have communication difficulties, are unconscious or very
severely ill, have a terminal illness, mental illness, dementia, are imprisoned, or those
who have a dependent relationship with the researcher e.g. the researcher is their line
manager, part of their care team, etc.
2. All study types where there is a risk of a participant feeling undue pressure to participate
by virtue of his/her relationship with the researcher (e.g. student/supervisor;
patient/clinician).
3. Surveys asking questions of a sensitive or private nature.
4. A project involving a justifiable degree of deception.
5. Research where identifiable information obtained may have legal, economic or social
consequences for research subjects.
6. Research that may identify illegal activity.
7. Projects where each subject is paid (over and above token gestures).
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8. Research that may potentially endanger the subjects, and/or researchers, and/or third
parties, and/or the environment.
9. Research involving humans or their data, that is not publicly available, conducted outside
Ireland.
The following categories of research fall outside the remit of HPM-CGH REC
1. In vitro research on cell lines, microorganisms or non-biological materials that does not
involve primary biological material from humans or animals *Requires exemption from
another TCD REC
2. Collection of non-invasive biological samples (e.g. hair, nails, saliva, semen, urine, buccal
epithelial cells), for research studies that have no prospect of impacting on the healthcare
of the participant (controls in particular). An example of an unacceptable protocol is
interrogation of BRCA status or any genetic investigation that might have relevance for
future treatment. *Requires Level 1 review by another TCD REC
3. Collection of specific biological samples using minimally invasive techniques (e.g. blood).
Sample collection must be performed by a suitably qualified and competent person and
will typically involve the collection of a single vial of <10ml blood, these samples cannot
be used for genetic testing whether anonymous or otherwise and must be destroyed
immediately after the study. *Requires Level 1 review by another TCD REC
4. A clinical trial of medicines or medical interventions. *Requires Level 2 review by another
TCD REC
5. Analysis of archival irrevocably anonymised human tissue, or samples i.e. blood for which
consent for research was not originally given and was not for a previous research study,
must always get new ethics approval. *Requires Level 2 review by another TCD REC
6. Research involving collection of invasive biological samples or tissues (excluding saliva,
plaque, epithelial cells or small volumes of blood <10 ml from volunteers). *Requires Level
2 review by another TCD REC
7. Research on biological samples yielding information that could impact upon treatment
(e.g. Human DNA sequencing). *Requires Level 2 review by another TCD REC
8. Research that may have a direct military role. *Requires Level 2 review by another TCD
REC
9. Research involving psychological intervention. *Requires Level 2 review by another TCD
REC
10. Research where a potentially beneficial or harmful treatment or learning method may be
withheld from some participants. *Requires Level 2 review by another TCD REC
11. Research involving invasive procedures other than those listed above. *Requires Level 2
review by another TCD REC
12. Research not included in the above list should be reviewed by an appropriate Level 2
REC.

To cater to the two review levels that fall under the remit of our Committee, two
separate review pathways have been established as follows:
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1. Expedited Review Pathway for Low-Risk Studies (studies that conform to the
Level 1 criteria of the College approved tick list);
2. Review Pathway for Moderate to High-Risk Studies (studies that conform to the
Level 2 criteria of the College approved tick list).
Level 1: Expedited Review. Targeted to no to relatively low-risk research studies (where
no sensitive personal data is collected and there is no targeted involvement of vulnerable
individuals in the research). Each application will be independently reviewed by three
reviewers, who will specify if there are any issues in the application that may warrant
discussion at the full Committee. If no such issue is raised by any of the three reviewers,
the Chair will issue a formal approval decision on behalf of the Committee following
recommendations from the reviewers. An application may be awarded full approval or
conditional approval by the Committee, or it may be rejected outright. In case of
rejection, the applicant may be requested to resubmit their application for Level 2 review.
Level 2: Full Committee Review. Targeted to moderate to high-risk research studies
(where sensitive data is collected and/or vulnerable individuals are recruited for the
research). Each application will be independently reviewed by three reviewers before
being discussed by all members of the Committee at one of their designated meetings.
An application may be awarded full approval or conditional approval by the Committee,
or it may be rejected outright.
Details of the types of research associated with each review pathway, and the key
decision-making steps associated with each review pathway, are outlined below.

4.1.1 Expedited Review Pathway for Low-Risk Studies (Level 1 Review)
This review pathway seeks to provide an efficient means of evaluating and approving lowrisk studies that do not involve the collection of sensitive personal data as defined by the
Level 1 review criteria tick list approved by College.
The types of proposed research that may be deemed to fall within this low-risk profile
would be those that are solely concerned with the collection of non-sensitive data. This
encompasses the collection of both anonymous data, as well as non-sensitive personal
data. Such no risk to relatively low risk research refers to research carrying little or no
risks or discomfort greater than usually encountered during normal daily life, involving
non-vulnerable persons or their data.

No risk studies concern the collection of anonymous and/or irrevocably de-identified
data. Anonymous data collection means no personally identifiable information was
collected in the first place. De-identified data collection – a.k.a. anonymised or
pseudonymised data collection – means personally identifiable information is removed
HPM CGH REC SOP-version Nov 2020 ethics-final
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by the data controller prior to data access being granted to researchers. Only data that
is “rendered anonymous in such a manner that the individual is not or no longer
identifiable”1 can be considered outside the scope of GDPR.
Examples of no-risk studies include the following:
 Anonymous surveys where no details pertaining to personal data is collected
 Database extraction from routinely collected anonymous and/or irrevocably deidentified organisational data with data controller permission
 Anonymous and/or irrevocably de-identified data collected from primary research
with data controller permission
 Anonymous and/or irrevocably de-identified data collected from materials in the
public domain/OpenData initiative
 Unrecorded and anonymous observation of individuals in public areas
 Other anonymous and/or irrevocably de-identified data access and/or data
collection not included above. Applicants are required to specify these clearly in
their application.
Relatively low-risk studies concern the collection of personal data that are non-sensitive.
Personal Data refers to any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural
person ("data subject"); an identifiable person is one who can be identified, directly or
indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to one or more factors
specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity.
Personal data that has been de-identified, encrypted or pseudonymised but can be used
to re-identify a person remains personal data and falls within the scope of the GDPR.
The TCD Data Protection Officer guidance2 states, “if the source data is not deleted at the
same time that the ‘anonymised’ data is prepared, where the source data could be used
to identify an individual from the ‘anonymised’ data, the data may be considered only
‘pseudonymised’ and thus still ‘personal data’, subject to the relevant data protection
legislation.”
The following is an indicative but not exhaustive list of such proposed studies:
 Primary data collection using surveys with non-vulnerable adults of a non-intrusive
personal nature, including surveys where respondents can be identified and where
respondents have given appropriate informed/explicit consent;
 Primary data collection of personal data involving recruitment of human participants,
who are not considered to be associated with particular risks of vulnerability;
From presentation on “Data Protection and Health Research” by Evelyn Fox, Deputy Data Protection
Officer (Research), dated 9th November, 2020.
2
From presentation on “Data Protection and Health Research” by Evelyn Fox, Deputy Data Protection
Officer (Research), dated 9th November, 2020.
1
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Primary data collection concerning research topics that do not fall under the
categories of sensitive personal data as defined by the GDPR;
Secondary analysis of personal data collected from previously approved studies
and/or non-research sources, since it would be necessary for our Committee to
determine if the proposed new research would fit within the stated purpose of the
original research and/or the stated purpose of the original data collection;
Action research (Research initiated to solve an immediate problem or a reflective
process of progressive problem solving conducted either by individuals on their own
practice or by individuals working with others in teams or as part of a "community of
practice" to improve the way they address issues and solve problems, including
participatory action research).

In regard to action research, it is usually the case that not all methodological procedures
and/or sampling can be fully specified at the time of ethics application due to the need to
allow for an iterative research cycle to be co-determined with members of the research
participant communities. For such action research projects, where a relative degree of
flexibility is necessary to accommodate fieldwork conditions, the REC would recommend
a phased approval process, whereby permission would be granted for the overall
direction of the proposed study in the initial, planned phase, with ethics approval for the
latter phases of the research subject to additional approval via the Application
Amendment Form3 under Chair’s actions.
Applicants are advised to contact the REC Chairperson (via the REC Secretary) to ascertain
if their proposed studies may fall legitimately within the above low-risk profile specified
for an expedited review prior to the submission of their applications.
The Expedited Review Pathway consists of the following key decision steps:
 Secretary to check compliance with expedited application requirements.
 Three reviewers to offer review using standard feedback template (“Reviewer
Feedback Form”).
 Each of the three reviewers provide an individual recommendation regarding the
approval or otherwise of the expedited application.
 In the event that any of the three reviewers identify issue(s) that need to be
discussed by the Committee, the application will be tabled for discussion at a
scheduled meeting.
 The Chair will examine reviewers’ comments to check if any major issue(s) have
been flagged that require Committee discussion.

3

The Application Amendment Form could also be used by applicants for minor application amendments
after ethics approval has been granted, where data collection methods may need to be slightly modified due
to unforeseen fieldwork circumstances -- e.g. from focus group to individual interviews if it was not
possible to arrange a focus group with the intended participants -- so long as the target population and other
study parameters remain the same.
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Possible outcomes of the expedited review would be: (i) Rejection; (ii) Conditional
Approval; or (iii) Full Approval. In the case of (i) Rejection, the applicant may be
recommended to re-submit the application either for Level 1 Review again, or for
Level 2 Review if the risks associated with the proposed research are deemed to
warrant more extensive scrutiny.
Where no major issue(s) have been identified by any of the three reviewers (issues
requiring Committee discussion), and where all three reviewers recommend full
approval, the approval decision will be formally reached under Chair’s Action, and
the outcome of full approval formally reported at a scheduled Committee
meeting. A nominated second person may be asked to review and sign off on
expedited reviews in the event of the Chairperson’s absence.
Where no major issue(s) have been identified by any of the three reviewers (issues
requiring Committee discussion), and where conditional approval has been
recommended by at least two reviewers, the approval decision will be formally
reached under Chair’s Action, and the outcome of conditional approval formally
reported at a scheduled Committee meeting. The applicant will be informed of the
reviewers’ feedback and areas requiring clarification and/or amendment. The
amended application may be returned to the original reviewers for further review
and final approval.
Where an issue has been identified by at least one reviewer as requiring
Committee discussion, regardless of the recommended outcome, the application
will be tabled for Committee meeting discussion, and the decision will be made at
one of the Committee’s designated meetings regarding the final outcome of the
application.

Figure 1 shows the flow chart for the Expedited Review Pathway Approval Process
(shaded blue area):
Application
Received on Level 1
Application Form
HPM CGH REC SOP-version Nov 2020 ethics-final
Reviewers Review Application
and Comment on Reviewer
Feedback Form

REC Secretary Checks for
Completeness of
Application
Page
14 of 43
REC Chairperson
& Secretary
Finalise Reviewer Assignment
(3 per application)

4.1.2 Review Pathway for Moderate to High Risk Studies (Level 2 Review)
This review pathway seeks to provide an appropriate means of evaluating and approving
research studies that involve the collection of sensitive personal data as defined in the
College approved tick list for Level 2 review, as well as research proposals that involve the
proposed recruitment of vulnerable individuals as members of their target populations.
Sensitive data refers to personal data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions,
religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership; data concerning health or
sex life and sexual orientation; genetic data or biometric data.
The following is an indicative but not exhaustive list of moderate to high-risk studies:
 All study types where the participants are considered vulnerable:
o minors
o adult participants who are purposively recruited from the following groups:
those who cannot give consent, have communication difficulties, are
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unconscious or very severely ill, have a terminal illness, mental illness,
dementia, are imprisoned, or are those who have a dependant relationship
with the researcher i.e. the researcher is their line manager, or part of their
care team, etc.
o All study types where there is a risk of a participant feeling undue pressure to
participate by virtue of his/her relationship with the researcher (e.g.
student/supervisor; patient/clinician).
Surveys asking questions of a sensitive or private nature.
Research where identifiable information obtained may have legal, economic or
social consequences for research subjects.
A project involving a justifiable degree of deception.
Research that may identify illegal activity.
Projects where each subject is paid (over and above token gestures).
Research that may potentially endanger the subjects, and/or researchers, and/or
third parties, and/or the environment.
Research involving humans and/or their data that is not publicly available,
conducted outside Ireland.
Secondary analysis of personal data where the purpose of new research constitutes
a significant departure from the original stated purpose of the data collection;
Whatever other circumstances deemed appropriate by the Chairperson, especially
based on feedback from reviewers regarding perceived risks of certain research
procedures specified in applications that were originally submitted for Level 1
review.

The types of proposed research that may be deemed to fall within such moderate to highrisk profile may require the submission of additional documentation, particularly the Data
Protection Impact Assessment Form.
Adequate time for full consideration by the REC to reach its ultimate decisions is always
required for moderate to high-risk studies. It is for this reason that applications requiring
Level 2 review will always be prioritised for full discussion at Committee meetings.
The normal review time-frame may not apply in the case of complex, high-risk studies, as
potential additional reviews may be required from individuals outside of the current
membership of the REC, should the REC deem it appropriate to consult external experts
to fully address the complexity of the applications under review.
The Review Pathway for Moderate and High-Risk studies consists of the following key
decision steps:
 Secretary to check compliance with high-risk application requirements, including
additional documentation requirements (e.g. Data Protection Impact Assessment
Form).
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Three reviewers to offer review using standard feedback template (“Reviewer
Feedback Form”).
A further reviewer may be invited, should either the original reviewers or the
Chairperson deem it necessary for an additional person to review the application
to ensure that sufficient expertise is brought to bear on the review of the
moderate to high-risk applications. This additional review may be sought from
external expert(s) outside of the REC membership, such as representatives of the
communities that the proposed study is seeking to engage with for research
purposes.
Each of the three reviewers, and any additional reviewer, to provide an individual
recommendation regarding the approval or otherwise of the application.
Approval decision to be made by the Research Ethics Committee at one of its
designated meetings.
Possible outcomes of the comprehensive review would be: (i) Rejection; (ii)
Conditional Approval; or (iii) Full Approval.
The applicant will be informed of the reviewers’ feedback and areas requiring
clarification and/or amendment. Applications that have been amended and
resubmitted following a Conditional Approval outcome may be returned to the
original reviewer(s) for further review and final approval.

4.2 Documentation
Every application to the HPM-CGH REC must be made using the appropriate Ethics
Approval Application Form for the selected review pathway. In addition, the following
documents should be submitted, where applicable:
 All relevant research instruments.
 Letter seeking/confirming gatekeeper permission (if this letter is not available at
the time of application, it may be supplied at a later stage but it must be
provided in advance of the commencement of the research).
 Letter seeking/confirming data controller permission, where applicable (if this
letter is not available at the time of application, it may be supplied at a later
stage but it must be provided in advance of the commencement of the research).
 Participant Information Leaflet (one for each participant group) in the language
understood by potential participants. (Please follow the TCD template.)
 Participant Invitation Letter (where applicable).
 Consent form (where applicable, please follow the TCD Consent Form template).
 Data Protection Impact Assessment Form (for moderate to high-risk research).
 Any other information relevant to the study.
4.2.1 Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA)
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All applicants whose research falls under the Level 2 review criteria will need to complete
a Data Protection Impact Assessment Form, using the DPIA Template (Research)
accessible from the TCD Data Protection website (a sample is provided in Section 5.6(c)).
Please note that Level 2 review as stipulated by College, applies to research undertaken
outside of Ireland. The DPIA Template for Research includes a section on International
Data Transfers (see Section 5.6(c)). This should be completed as part of your application
for ethics approval.
The purpose of a Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) is to determine the data
protection risks of processing personal data about individuals and the impact on
individuals as well as to determine if the concept of ‘privacy by design’ is adequately
embedded into processes, systems or projects that will affect or bring about the risk. The
DPIA should consider whether the processing is necessary and proportionate and also
include an assessment of all the risks involved in the processing.
The following should be considered prior to and during any activity or project which
involves the processing of personal data:
 Only collect personal data that is necessary;
 Build data retention capability into any new systems processing personal data;
 Build information security into any new systems processing personal data;
 Identify any critical or sensitive data and apply proportionate security measures;
 Anonymise data where the identity of the individual is not required for the processing;
 Ensure data privacy training relevant to the new system or process is provided;
 Ensure personal data is readily accessible and data subject rights are supported;
 Include an audit trail to ensure the integrity of personal data.
When is a DPIA mandatory?
 If the processing is likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of
individuals, taking into account the nature, scope, context and purposes of the type
of processing. This is likely to be the case if the processing involves new technologies.
 If the activity involves automated decision making based on personal data profiling,
large scale processing of sensitive data or systematic monitoring of publicly accessible
areas on a large scale.
 If using new technology that is likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms
of individuals, and when conducted for law enforcement purposes.
 The Data Protection Commission has determined that the following types of
processing require a mandatory DPIA:
o Large-scale data processing for a new purpose;
o Profiling of children or vulnerable individuals for marketing or online services;
o Use of profiling, sensitive data or algorithms to determine access to services;
o Monitoring or tracking of location data;
o Processing of biometric data to identify or verify the identity of individuals;
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o Large-scale profiling of individuals;
o Processing of genetic data together with identifiers;
o When processing data obtained indirectly where individuals may not have
been advised that their data will be processed in this way;
o When combining or linking datasets for profiling or behavioural analysis;
Large-scale processing of personal data where suitable and specific measures are
required under the Data Protection Act 2018. These include:
o Large-scale processing for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific
or historical research purposes or statistical purposes.
o Large-scale processing of special categories of personal data for purposes of
employment and social welfare law.
o Large-scale processing of personal data revealing political opinions for
electoral activities and functions of Referendum Commission.
o Large-scale processing of special categories of personal data for insurance and
pension purposes.
o Large-scale processing of special categories of personal data for reasons of
substantial public interest.
o Large-scale processing of special categories of personal data for the purposes
of health or social care.
o Large-scale processing of special categories of personal data for purposes of
public interest in the area of public health.
o Large-scale processing of personal data relating to criminal convictions and
offences.

Examples of when a DPIA should be completed
The list below includes indicative examples of when a DPIA must be carried out; however,
it is not exhaustive. If applicants are unsure whether they need a DPIA, they should contact
the Trinity College Data Protection Officer in the first instance.
 If you are working on a research project using a high volume of sensitive personal
data such as health data or if working with genetic data.
 If you are developing or acquiring a new system than involves processing large
volumes of personal data e.g. a new HR database.
 If you are processing a high volume of personal data relating to trade union
membership, political opinions, racial or ethnic origin, sexual orientation etc.
 If you are carrying out a new direct marketing or communications campaign using
a database acquired from a third party or a new database compiled from
resources such as publicly available personal data.
 If you plan to carry out any type of monitoring or surveillance of individuals
including of staff, students and members of the public e.g. CCTV.
 If you plan to use technologies such as biometric or facial recognition for security
access systems or otherwise.
 If you are working with new and potentially privacy invasive technology including
smart technology, AI and Internet of Things.
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Researchers should complete the DPIA in addition to any relevant ethics applications and
data management plans, and should consider the requirements of the Policy on Good
Research Practice and the Health Research Regulations 2018 when implementing controls
around the use of personal and sensitive personal data.
The DPIA should be updated to reflect any material changes to the processing of data as
the project or activity progresses and should be retained by the process or data owner as
evidence that data protection risks were assessed and appropriate controls established.

4.3 Application Submission Process









All research proposals involving human participants and/or their data and carried
out by researchers in HPM or CGH must be submitted for ethics approval by the
REC in the prescribed Ethics Approval Application Form for the specific review
pathway.
Applications for consideration by the REC must be submitted by the stated
deadline date in advance of the meeting of the Committee.
The specified number of copies of application materials must be provided.
The principal investigator, co-investigators/collaborators, must sign at least one
copy of the proposal along with the application documents. The documents
should be forwarded to the Secretary of the REC.
If the application is for a student research project, the application must be signed
off by the primary research supervisor, who will need to declare responsibility for
the ethical conduct of the proposed study. An accompanying statement regarding
the educational value of the proposed research must be included in the
supervisor’s own words.
An acknowledgement letter will be sent to the principal investigator by e-mail.

4.4 Review Process





When an application is received, the Ethics Approval Application Form is checked
for completeness of the information and signatures of the principal investigator,
and co-investigators (if applicable), by the REC Chairperson and Secretariat.
The application will be registered and given a unique project number.
The application is sent to selected reviewers according to procedures set out for
specific review pathways, who will provide feedback using the Standard Feedback
template.
All REC members appointed for review of a particular application are expected to
be ready to provide their comments on the day of the scheduled REC meeting. Any
member who might not fulfil this obligation is asked to notify the REC Secretary
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within 48 hours of the receipt of the application(s) and return them to the
Secretary, in order that another reviewer may be assigned.
The Standard Feedback template is used to guide the review and deliberation
process.
Note: The completed Assessment Form is the official record of the
decision reached by the REC regarding a research proposal.
In order to approve a research project, the REC must assure itself that:
 The proposed research design of the study is sound and appropriate to
the stated study objectives.
 The target study population is appropriate in terms of characteristics
and number.
 The procedure for selection and recruitment of participants, including
inclusion and exclusion criteria, and other issues such as advertisement
detail is appropriate.
 The method used to obtain informed consent is ethically and legally
acceptable. The recruitment of participants is free from coercion.
 The privacy of participants is protected and the degree to which
confidentiality is maintained is acceptable.
 Any risk associated with the research is minimised to the greatest
extent possible.
 The benefits associated with the study are maximised to the greatest
extent possible.
 The risks to the participants are outweighed or balanced by the
potential benefits.
 Procedures are put in place for proper management of any potential
research-related harm.
 The plans for data analysis and reporting are acceptable.
 The investigators have the appropriate qualifications, experience and
facilities to conduct the research.

4.5 REC meeting




The REC Meeting is scheduled to discuss, as a priority, applications submitted for
moderate and high-risk applications. Low-risk applications that are submitted
originally for the expedited review pathway, but which the reviewers and/or the
Chairperson feel require further discussion at one of the Committee’s designated
meetings, may also be tabled for Committee discussion.
A schedule of applications to be discussed by the Committee at the meeting will be
circulated by the REC Secretary at the beginning of the meeting. This discussion
schedule will be organised according to their assigned review pathways, so that
enough meeting time can be devoted to discussing moderate to high-risk applications
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(Level 2 Review). The order of the applications to be discussed will be confirmed by
the Chairperson and assented to by REC members at the beginning of the meeting.
The Chairperson or his/her designee chairs discussion on each application under
consideration, taking into consideration the completed Ethics Approval Application
Form, and supplementary information provided in application appendices (e.g.
informed consent form, participant information leaflet, gatekeeper letters, draft
instruments, etc.).
The primary reviewers present a brief oral or written summary of the study design
and their comments.
All the issues raised by appointed reviewers and members will be discussed before
arriving at a consensus decision.
To avoid any conflict of interest, any member with a special or particular, direct or
indirect, interest in a proposal will not take part in its assessment, and will withdraw
from the meeting while it is being discussed. The members may be permitted to offer
comments on the application and/or to respond to the questions of other members
before withdrawing.
Only members of the Committee can make decisions: independent consultants
(subject matter experts) external to the REC membership may be invited to offer their
opinions before a meeting is held and/or may be present to meet the members of the
Committee for the review of moderate to high-risk applications, but they will
withdraw before the Committee makes its final decision on the application.
Recommendations made by the Committee for modifications to the Ethics Approval
Application Form, consent form, and/or any other research materials submitted are
noted in the meeting minutes as ‘with modifications recommended by REC’ and will
be communicated to the investigator.
The Chairperson or his/her designee calls for a consensus on each element in review.
Decisions on applications can only be made where a quorum exists for the meeting to
be held as planned.

4.6 Outcomes of the Review
There are three possible outcomes of a REC review of applications: full approval,
conditional approval, or rejection. Conditional approvals carry with them a list of specific
recommendations or requirements for clarifications which the researcher must fulfil
before full ethics approval for the proposed study can be given.
The REC accepts to either:
 Approve the study to start as presented with no modifications, i.e. Full Approval
 Require modifications to items noted at the convened meeting and follow-up by the
Chairperson, after receipt of the requested modifications, i.e. Conditional Approval
 Withhold approval for the commencement of the study, stating reasons, i.e.
Rejection
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 If the study is approved, the REC determines the frequency of the continuing
review which will apply.
- The Secretariat sends an action letter to the investigator.
- The letter may contain a listing of each document approved, the
requirements regarding continuing review, and if applicable, a statement
of other obligations and expectations which the investigator must fulfil
throughout the course of the study.
 If the REC decides not to approve the study, the Secretariat notifies the
investigator in writing about the decision and the reason for not approving the
study.
 If the REC requires modifications to any of the documents, the Secretariat
sends a written request of the specific changes to the investigator asking him
or her to make the necessary changes and resubmit the documents to the REC.

4.7 Review of Amended Applications
Revised applications, unless specifically required to be re-submitted to the Committee or
to the original reviewer(s), will be examined by the Chairperson or a Committee member
appointed by the Chairperson for final approval.

4.8 Communicating a Decision
After a meeting of the REC its decision on an application will be issued within ten working
days. The decision will be communicated by the Secretary through a formal letter as well
as by e-mail. The REC will consider an application withdrawn if an applicant fails to
respond to issues raised by the REC after being reminded three times over a period of
three months. After this, if the applicant wishes the proposal to be considered for ethics
approval, they will need to re-submit the application in full for review at a meeting of the
Committee.

4.9 Follow-up Procedures
All researchers are required to submit reports at prescribed intervals for review and to
submit a final report at the end of the study. Any changes to the application for the
study should be resubmitted using the Application Amendment Form, quoting the
project reference of the study for further approval.
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Any deviation from approved application should be notified, and informed
with adequate justification using the Application Amendment Form.
Any new information related to the study should be communicated by the
researcher(s).
Premature termination of the study, and the reasons for this, should be
notified along with a summary of the data obtained so far.
Any change of investigators or of the research sites should be notified.

In all the cases above, the project reference of the study should be quoted.

4.10 Record-keeping and Archiving
The following records/documents will be kept and archived by the REC:
- Copy of all existing relevant national and international guidelines on research
ethics and laws along with amendments either on paper or electronically.
- Final report of the approved projects.
- Copy of all study protocols with enclosed documents, progress reports.
- Minutes of all REC meetings.
- Copy of all correspondence with members, researchers and other regulatory
bodies.
Most of these documents will be archived for a prescribed period in accordance with
College’s Good Research Practice.

5. REVIEW DOCUMENTATION TEMPLATES
The templates for the review of applications are enclosed in the following sections. The
Reviewer Feedback Form is used for designated reviewers to return their feedback and
recommended approval decision to the Committee Chairperson. The Outcome Form is
used by the Committee Secretary to provide official feedback on behalf of the
Committee to the applicant.
More templates relating to the consent and data protection documentation are
included as part of the HPM-CGH document, Guidelines for the Submission of Ethics
Approval Applications, which also include detailed instructions for the applicants
regarding the completion of the ethics application form and associated appendices.
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5.1 Reviewer Feedback Form Template
Health Policy and Management - Centre for Global Health
Research Ethics Committee
Reviewer Feedback Form
Application Review Status:

Reviewer # for This Application: (1 / 2 / 3)

Application Number:
Review Status (please
tick the appropriate
box after reviewing the
entire application, so
that an application can
be tabled for regular
meeting should any
issue be identified for
Committee discussion
by the reviewer):

 Level 2 Full Protocols – Regular Meeting
 Level 1 Full Protocols – Regular Meeting (Issues for
Committee Discussion Identified)
 Level 1 Full Protocols – Expedited Review (No Issues for
Committee Discussion Identified)
 Level 2 Full Protocols – Emergency / Out-of-Sequence
 Level 1 Full Protocols – Emergency / Out-of-Sequence
 Level 2 Amended Protocols – Supplementary Review
 Level 1 Amended Protocols – Supplementary Review

Meeting Date (if applicable)

(Month/Year): ………….. / …………….

Reviewer’s name:
Principal Investigator:

Student ______________ / Staff ______________

Review Pathway Identified by Applicant:

Level 1 / Level 2 / Unclear

Sensitive Personal Data Being Collected?

Yes / No [If Yes, Level 2 Review req’d]
Unclear [Require Committee Discussion]

Vulnerable Population Being Recruited?

Yes / No [If Yes, Level 2 Review req’d]
Unclear [Require Committee Discussion]

Data Collection Outside of Ireland?

Yes / No [If Yes, Level 2 Review req’d]
Unclear [Require Committee Discussion]

Total Number and Nature of Study Site(s):
DECISION :

Unclear: __

 Approved
 Conditional Approval (Specific changes recommended? Yes / No)
 Rejection

Overall
Comments:
Signature :
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Please mark and comment on whatever items are applicable to the study.
DETAILS OF THE APPLICANT
 complete /  incomplete

Comment:

IDENTIFICATION OF REVIEW PATHWAY ACCORDING TO COLLEGE TICK LIST
1.

 complete /  incomplete

Comment:

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
DATA PROTECTION CHECKLIST FOR HEALTH RESEARCH
 complete /  incomplete

Comment:

DETAILS OF RESEARCH STUDY
2.1. Working Title:
 clear /  unclear

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
2.2. Study Duration:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications

 clear /  unclear

required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
2
2.3. Study Location:
 clear /  unclear

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
2.4. Study Aims / Objectives /
Research Questions / Hypotheses:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 succinct /  repetitive
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2.5. Project Outline:
 sufficient information / 
insufficient information

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 succinct /  repetitive
DETAILS OF PARTICIPANT SELECTION AND RECRUITMENT
2.7. Participant Recruitment:
 clear /  unclear

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

2

2.8. Gatekeeper:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications

 clear /  unclear

required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

2.9. Inclusion/Exclusion criteria:
 sufficient information / 
insufficient information

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

CONSENT
Comment:
3.2. Informed/Explicit Consent
3

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
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3.3. Informed/Explicit Consent –
How to Obtain:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 sufficient information / 
insufficient information
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

3.4. Time Interval between
Seeking and Obtaining Consent

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

3.5, 3.6 Involvement of Vulnerable Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
Population
perceived inappropriateness)
Grounds for Consideration of
Vulnerability, Extra Steps for
Ensuring Full Consent of Their
Research Involvement, Who Gives
Consent / Assent, How Consent
Obtained, When Consent
Obtained, Steps to Inform Carers:

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  nonapplicable
3.7, 3.8. Involvement of Women
of Childbearing Potential:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
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CONFIDENTIALITY, DATA PROTECTION, DATA PROCESSING & DATA STORAGE
4.1. Collection, Use, Access or
Sharing of Personal Data:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

4.2. Collection, Use, Access or
Sharing of Sensitive Data:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

4.3. Data Controller
 clear /  unclear

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
4

 applicable /  non-applicable

4.4. Access to Data:
 clear /  unclear

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

4.5. Involvement of Service
Providers, Transcribers etc.:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
4.6. Maintaining Confidentiality:

required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
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4.7. Data Log:
 clear /  unclear

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

4.8 Data Processing:
 clear /  unclear

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

4.9. Retention of Data, for How
Long:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

4.11. Participant Access to
Personal Data, including
Transcript:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

4.12. Participant Rights under
GDPR:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

4.13. Procedure for Withdrawal of
Participant from the Research:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
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4.14. Potential Confidentiality
Issues through Identification of
Study Site:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

RISK, BENEFIT AND HARM
5.1. Potential for an Adverse
Outcome:
 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 applicable /  non-applicable

5.2. Sensitive Topics and Proposed
Resolutions and Counselling Support:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
5

5.3. Possibility of Criminal or Other
Disclosures:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
5.4. Potential for Benefit for Research
Participants:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
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FUNDING & PAYMENT
6.1. Funding Sources, Potential
Conflicts of Interests:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
6.2. Results Used or Disclosed for
Commercial Purposes:
6

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
6.3, 6.4. Payments to Participants:
 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 applicable /  non-applicable

ETHICS APPROVAL FROM OTHER COMMITTEES
7.1. to 7.3. Ethics Approval Being
Sought from Other Committees and
Rationale for Not Pursuing Local
Ethics Approval:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
7

 applicable /  non-applicable
7.4 Permission Being Sought from
Groups/Institutions within or outside
of Trinity for Access to
Data/Participants, and Their
Responsible Person(s) Listed:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
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DECLARATION OF APPROVAL AND SIGNATURES
Are Qualifications and Experience of
the Participating Investigators
appropriate?
8

Comment:

 appropriate /  inappropriate /
 Student Application
In the case of Student Application,
has the Educational Value of the
Proposed Research Been Stated as
Part of the Supervisor’s Sign-Off?
 Yes /  No

Appendices:
Contents and Language of the Gatekeeper Comment:
and/or Data Controller Letter:
 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
Contents and Language of the Participant
Information Leaflet:

Comment:

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
9

 applicable /  non-applicable
Contents and Language of the Informed
Consent Document:

Comment:

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
Draft Research Instrument(s):

Comment:

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
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Data Protection Impact Assessment Form:

Comment:

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

Research Ethics Committee’s Decision Report
Meeting Date (D/M/Y):………………………
Protocol Number…………………
Protocol Title :

Principal Investigator(s):
Institution:
Review of Revised Application
 Yes

Date of Previous review:

 No

Decision of  Approved
the
 Conditional Approval (Specific changes recommended? Yes / No)
Committee  Rejection

Signature:
……………………………………
Chairperson
Date:………………………….
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5.2 Outcome Form Template
Health Policy and Management - Centre for Global Health
Research Ethics Committee
Outcome Form
Application Review Status:

Principal Investigator:
Student ____________ / Staff ____________

Application Number:

 Level 2 Full Protocols – Regular Meeting

Review Status:

 Level 1 Full Protocols – Regular Meeting (Issues for
Committee Discussion Identified)
 Level 1 Full Protocols – Expedited Review (No Issues for
Committee Discussion Identified)
 Level 2 Full Protocols – Emergency / Out-of-Sequence
 Level 1 Full Protocols – Emergency / Out-of-Sequence
 Level 2 Amended Protocols – Supplementary Review
 Level 1 Amended Protocols – Supplementary Review
Meeting Date (if
applicable)

(Month/Year):
………….. / …………….

Outcome Feedback
Date:

(Day/Month/Year):
……/ ….. / …………….

Official Feedback from the Committee on the application:
Review Pathway Stipulated by the REC:

Level 1 / Level 2

Sensitive Personal Data Being Collected?

Yes / No [If Yes, Level 2 Review req’d]
Unclear [Require Applicant Clarification]

Vulnerable Population Being Recruited?

Yes / No [If Yes, Level 2 Review req’d]
Unclear [Require Applicant Clarification]

Data Collection Outside of Ireland?

Yes / No [If Yes, Level 2 Review req’d]
Unclear [Require Applicant Clarification]

Total Number and Nature of Study Site(s):
DECISION :

Unclear: __

 Approved
 Conditional Approval (Specific changes recommended? Yes / No)
 Rejection

Overall
Comments:
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DETAILS OF THE APPLICANT
 complete /  incomplete

Comment:

IDENTIFICATION OF REVIEW PATHWAY ACCORDING TO COLLEGE TICK LIST
1.

 complete /  incomplete

Comment:

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
DATA PROTECTION CHECKLIST FOR HEALTH RESEARCH
 complete /  incomplete

Comment:

DETAILS OF RESEARCH STUDY
2.1. Working Title:
 clear /  unclear

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
2.2. Study Duration:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications

 clear /  unclear

required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
2
2.3. Study Location:
 clear /  unclear

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
2.4. Study Aims / Objectives /
Research Questions / Hypotheses:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 succinct /  repetitive
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2.5. Project Outline:
 sufficient information / 
insufficient information

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 succinct /  repetitive
DETAILS OF PARTICIPANT SELECTION AND RECRUITMENT
2.7. Participant Recruitment:
 clear /  unclear

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

2

2.8. Gatekeeper:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications

 clear /  unclear

required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

2.9. Inclusion/Exclusion criteria:
 sufficient information / 
insufficient information

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

CONSENT
Comment:
3.2. Informed/Explicit Consent
3

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
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3.3. Informed/Explicit Consent –
How to obtain:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 sufficient information / 
insufficient information
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

3.4. Time Interval Between
Seeking and Obtaining Consent

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

3.5, 3.6 Involvement of Vulnerable Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked please specify grounds for
Population
perceived inappropriateness)
Grounds for Consideration of
Vulnerability, Extra Steps for
Ensuring Full Consent of Their
Research Involvement, Who Gives
Consent / Assent, How Consent
Obtained, When Consent
Obtained, Steps to Inform Carers:

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  nonapplicable
3.7, 3.8. Involvement of Women
of Childbearing Potential:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
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CONFIDENTIALITY, DATA PROTECTION, DATA PROCESSING & DATA STORAGE
4.1. Collection, Use, Access or
Sharing of Personal Data:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

4.2. Collection, Use, Access or
Sharing of Sensitive Data:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

4.3. Data Controller
 clear /  unclear

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
4

 applicable /  non-applicable

4.4. Access to Data:
 clear /  unclear

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

4.5. Involvement of Service
Providers, Transcribers etc.:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

4.6. Maintaining Confidentiality:
 clear /  unclear

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
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4.7. Data Log:
 clear /  unclear

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

4.8 Data Processing:
 clear /  unclear

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

4.9. Retention of Data, for How
Long:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

4.11. Participant Access to
Personal Data, including
Transcript:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

4.12. Participant Rights under
GDPR:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

4.13. Procedure for Withdrawal of
Participant from the Research:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
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4.14. Potential Confidentiality
Issues through Identification of
Study Site:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify clarifications
required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please specify grounds for
perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate / 
inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

RISK, BENEFIT AND HARM
5.1. Potential for an Adverse
Outcome:
 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 applicable /  non-applicable

5.2. Sensitive Topics and Proposed
Resolutions and Counselling Support:

5

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non applicable
5.3. Possibility of Criminal or Other
Disclosures:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

5.4. Potential for Benefit(s) for
Research Participants:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
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FUNDING & PAYMENT
6.1. Funding Sources, Potential
Conflicts of Interests:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
6.2. Results Used or Disclosed for
Commercial Purposes:
6

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
6.3, 6.4. Payments to Participants:
 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 applicable /  non-applicable

ETHICS APPROVAL FROM OTHER COMMITTEES
7.1. to 7.3. Ethics Approval Being
Sought from Other Committees and
Rationale for Not Pursuing Local
Ethics Approval:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
7

 applicable /  non-applicable
7.4 Permission Being Sought from
Groups/Institutions within or outside
of Trinity for Access to
Data/Participants, and Their
Responsible Person(s) Listed:

Comment: (If the “unclear” box is ticked, please specify
clarifications required; if the “Inappropriate” box is ticked, please
specify grounds for perceived inappropriateness)

 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
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DECLARATION OF APPROVAL AND SIGNATURES
Are Qualification(s) and Experience of
the Participating Investigators
Appropriate?

8

Comment:

 appropriate /  inappropriate /
 Student Application
In the Case of Student Application,
has the Educational Value of the
Proposed Research Been Stated as
Part of the Supervisor’s Sign-Off?
 Yes /  No

Appendices:
Contents and Language of the Gatekeeper Comment:
and/or Data Controller Letter:
 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
Contents and Language of the Participant
Information Leaflet:

Comment:

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
9

 applicable /  non-applicable
Contents and Language of the Informed
Consent Document:

Comment:

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non applicable
Draft Research Instrument(s):

Comment:

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable
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Data Protection Impact Assessment Form:

Comment:

 sufficient info/  insufficient info
 clear /  unclear
 appropriate /  inappropriate
 applicable /  non-applicable

Research Ethics Committee’s Decision Report
Meeting Date (D/M/Y):
Protocol Number:
Protocol Title:

Principal Investigator(s):
Institution:
Review of Revised Application
 Yes

Date of Previous review:

 No

Decision of  Approved
the
 Conditional Approval (Specific changes recommended? Yes / No)
Committee  Rejection

Signature:
……………………………………
Chairperson
Date:………………………….
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